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'"INT QRDUCTION TO PROBLEM SOLVING

One of the. principal go is of teaching mathematics, is developing

problem solving skills for c ildren. It is a Complex task and a real

challenge for ,every teacher. It is easier to'analyze this task if we''

identify Xour stagesthat most successful problem solvers

These stages are:

. . \

1

go ough.

STAGE 1 Getting to know the, problem

STAGE 2 Deciding what to do

STAGE 3 Doing it

STAGE 4 Looking back

We can'better understand how to teach.proble

analyzing the essential elements at each stage.,

STAGE 1 GETTING TO KNOW THE

.t ,

To solve a problem, the student not only must understand the words,.
, ...

'

but:must alOo recognize the relation between the crucliallements. :Fpl. .

. ,,..
,

.
, \, .

example, a student may be able to read a.problem about,a spring, but.un \
x

Iving skills by

V.less he'also recognizes that a spring stretches uniformly as weights are

added, he will not be able to solve the problem.. /
4

The problem solyer.not.only needs to identify the pertinent facts,

but must also clearly identify the questiOn that is being asked. Many

.students.fail to get the correct answer because they answered the wrong

question.

STAGE 2 DECIDING WHAT TO DO

0.
The skills necessary at the "deciding what to do" stage are very differ-

.

ent from those at the "get to knpw'the problem" stage. . To be successful

problem solverta student needs ,a variety of tools in addition to computation

skills. These tools should include the ability to make good guesses, make

tables, make

TE 1
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diagrams, make graphs, write equations, "and use o her resources.

The problem solvbr must choose front the tools he h s available

and Make a plan to solve the problem. The modules in the

Problem Solving Project are designed to teach the ecessary tools

and provide experiences in problem-solving situations.

STAGE.3 DO IT

This "do it" stage is closely related to Stage 2, "deciding

what-todo." A problem solver seldom chooses an'attack that he

doesn't know how to do. Therefore, this stage requires mastery. )

of the tools iscusses in Stage'2% The teaching f computational

,procedures alo /t e is glint enough to develop good problem solving

skills.. Tpe invention,of the hand calculator puts aCcIrate

.computation tgithin,,th e'grasp of all students, but it dOes?not
si.

help them make_theAtcisionssthaf successfully solVe Problems.

STAGE 4 LOOK BACK

This stage
"

is often ignored because once,/atudent has.an

answer, it is on to the-next problem.

the effort,'we .firdt need to,be.sute'

Then we need to take time tO'learn as

experience of solving the problem,. J

student "check the'answer" and make s

To get the .most gout of

that the answer is correct

muc /as possible from\Ithe

ust suggesting that thek

use. the answer is "properly

-labeled" is.not enough. Some teachers' have increased the number

of correct answers by using a "check" / sheet that a student 'completes

each time he solves a problem. The elements in this check sheet

vary, but they include: Can you r phrase the problem with your

answer? Dpes yot= answer fit your original estimate for the
/ i

answer ?' Have you labeled your answer? This "checR,sheet can be

written on the, .board or made ava
/
ilable in a duplicated form. It

, /
helps build good problem solving habits that increase the number.

6T correct answeks.



* After the student has arrived at the corredt answer.,' lwere,

is still a greatdeal to be_learned by extending the solution.
\"Can you fin an easier way to solve the problem" or %,"Apw

-

.

would, you plain the solution to another "student?" helps. the

student remember the processes the nekt time he needs to Solve,
.

. ,

rs'
a similar prob

I
6m. "Can you write-another problem?" or "can

you think of $ay to extend the pr em. to make it mare interest
intr can encourage e. student to lea Jar mpre general methods
of problem solving. hen we encourage the student to reflect on

4

the solutibn,'the student is, more likel to,recall the solution
the next time a problem like the one 1.-i solved occurs'.

. .

Each of the four stag s requires a different kind of lealtning
activity. "Getting to w" th*problemand "looking back"\involve
leirning that must.t place over time. They can't be tau4ht in

. .one day. The teache s should focus on these stages each. time alt )

student faces a prob em. The "deciding what to ao" and the "do \

it" stages are developed by concentrating on specific skills. -.
. .

The problem-solVing modules in the Problem-Solving Rrojbct are
designed to create this focus.

k

0

I

4.

.,

ir
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USING .GU SESTO SOLVE PROBLEMS

Many Of the ways that-We solve.probleMSinVOlve gUesse

and estimation. When you see an item a stare marked one-third

off, yot usually don't compute, but you use y6Ur skill to stimate

the Cost before you decide whether you want the' item. When you

decide to fill up your gas tank, you estimate the cost to be sure

you have enough money to pay the bill. .Many problems can only

be soaved by making a guess4andvthen checkiaaDlii-gLieSs. and

sometimes you then make a better guess an continue until you.

have a solution.
f

When ydu teach the guess ng ategy, you often han t8

overcome einegative attitude This attitude is associated with
. ,

",

,domputation. Of course yo don't wan stu nts to substitute.

a guess:to:find the sum o group nuNbers. i'orthisreason4

many student8 ark taught in thirearly gradeSJilhat the shouldn't
/

guess; There are Aiffe nt kinds of guesses. .MAkandont gueW

datsed on little or no information ds_tstally of .littlealue,,

but in most problem situations the student is making a guess

upon the informati that is given /in the problem. The makan

of 'an educated gu is a skill that is Tecessary fpr problem

insolvg. Yaa uldn't want the checkout clerk to guess.at the

cost of your groceries, but you m4ce estimates when you.choose

the'better buy at the grocery store. You may also estimate the

total cost or to deterd.ne,the largest head of lettuce for, the
z. -

money. The world ardund you is full of situations where estimation

(making educated guesses) is a

(

TH'USING GUESSESO SOLVE PROBLEMS MODULE

necessary and useful skill.
I100."

. .- The purpose of ,the skills booklet is to teach basic entry
,

skills so that the students can successfully solve problems at

theflower levels .in the ppoblem spivir beck. -Most problem

* gf

V
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solving skills are on introduced by teaching activities. These

skills are hen deve ed and extended by solving problems where
0

the skills are neces Problem solving skills are riot taught

in one day or even eries of days.' They are,developed and

extended through on,glPins experiehces over a long ,period o time.-

: Hower, there mush be a -ti when the skill is Originally

)introduced or the student may ne r realize that the strategy

exists. This is harticularly tr for the guessing strategy.

This skills/' booklet first introd ces the idea that guesses

are a desirable strategy in solving co putation problems. Skills

en,developed.to solve two-step p blems in Lesson 2. In

Les on 3 the student learns to use guesses in, situat'ons that.,
l'%treq ire diagrams. The fourth,-lyson uses 6stlimation ills in

'me surement problemsa. Lesson 5 uses guesses in general p\oblem
so ing situa.Lons. After teaching the skills booklet, the

-problem deck provides for further use of the skills With problems;._,

involving all lour skills at five levks of difficulty.
o

e.

LTh *-Thk

'sr
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THE,.TEACHEHS _

.

THE AUTHORS

Are; We .wrote this booklet in fi lessOns to be taught in five

,40 days. Th

4

Lesson 1

Lesson !2

Lesson

Lesson :4

Lesson'5

sons are:

-Using Guesses and Computation

to Se Probleffis

Using -Guesses to Solve

PageN1-4.

,'Two-Step Problems Pages 5-8

Using Guesses and Diagrams,

to Solve PrOblams . . . . .. :'\Pages 9

Vsing,Estimation to Solve

Measurement Problems . 4. .

at

. Pages 13-17

Using.Guesses\to

SoZve Problems . .. .. . . Pages 18-24

jf.
i ,

k

We, hops you will tie grouping students in.teams o. four for
)

the lessons. If you do uee a team approach, .ym.011 find that ,
y- -

rtudents'with`4milar-mathem4tical problem solving skills work
.

'.1
moreyffectively together than do students with widely varied sk,ills.

We qatte,t11k booklet .to bey consumed. .Each student is gilr a

booklet an will, use that booklet throughout the five-day seqtence

, The lessons encourage the students to make guegs or.

stimates.. Guessing-is an essential first step in soiving many

roblems, aria we encourage guessi,pg throughout the module. The

lessons also encourage the students to use information .(perhaps

by checking the first guess) to make a better guess or estimate,,
4 o

. Finally, the stddent applies the technique to solving problems.
of

,cii

.11



LESSON 1. USING GUESSES AND3pMPWATION.cTOp0iNE'pROBLEMS

,

Purpose: Given a problem, the student will use guesses and

computation'to solve it.

Overview: 'In Lesson 1, we want the students to solve problems
in /ch they compute until a'specified Ipsult is.

/ob ned. We intend rorsthe activities to increase

their willingness to make a first guess. Computing
with the initial guess gives information which helps

, ,

the students make better Second guesses. may be:

necessary to repeat the guess- and -check c c e Several

times before the solution is found.

:Teaching Procedure: -

.

Pages 1 and 2 are teayher-directed.P -Pages 3 and Vmay be'work by students at their
own pace, '

Page ) 1. A and I'S ih the teacher!sedition.have_
roblems which, ay be given to `tudents who
finish earlyX

Your Comments for page /:

*

AuthOrs' CoMments for page 1:

Read the cartoon anddidfuss the:setti g". Have

students-work,ingi'oups to.solve%Prog em 1. Dilouss.

Retileat the.process roblems .4.

o
f

lot
I

(7.

%

Ti



LESSON 1: USING G,U.ESS AND CG1MPUTTI.ON TO soLvE)PR1
(

problem
we need 334
woyth. of stomp
to ovitt

pa c Ka8

At( we Viave
use are A04, 134,
254, COW) 31S

\,.5tawps.t

fri,t en") 1.18 .05S
u,Se 134
25$.

bud' 40c
0 1°4

ilndf5r

Guess which three Stamps you use t

10, 25, and 31C stamps.

a.
O

Problem 1.

Problem 3.

mail these pa ages. Use

Problem:/
vas,

J.

onl:

t

Problem 4.

36 t





ti 07
LESSON 1

ge
.1

1.

...1 ,

% \_,e
0

-I * ....,

4
. i

) *.

.Authors'- ComMents for 'page Z:
. .

"Read the cartoon. end discuss the spiting. Have

.. 4. C.,\--.
1 .1

the studenis'do ISroblem-1., Discuss_why.-flme
,

. guesses are not, correct. Itepea for 'vrc Jm 2.

Students qap guess-and-che;pk for
,

prolRlems 3-6%.

When most of the. students dicuss,

the ocesses and solution Emphasize the 4

need to check the guesses.

YOur Comments for page 2:

TE 8



problem 1.

6 4 Ei 1 = 23

Ring the correct guess:

6 El 4 1 = 23

1 = 23

Problem 2.

6 3n 4

Ring the correct

6 131 3 S 4

USE +,,, --- AND z TO SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.

Problem 3. . 6 2 D 3 =

Problem 4. 4 ri 8 = 28

Problem 5. 3 6 4 = 5

Problem 6. 2 Ej 5 ri 4 = 14

= 7

guesS:

= 7

4 =7

fr



LESSON.1

page 3.

Authors' COmmentS-for page 3':

itudents illy work in teams on .aige 3 Less teacher

.

aii,ibtiOn is needed 'for this page. ,We suggest that

the students diftuss their answers with.each.Cther,

tore going on to the next page.

/our Comments for page 3:*
, I

I

N

"ff

.*/

4
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1305 32 00StamS

39 'dorms
E1-17!74S 16orma
Ted '4Q aciyilin3

31 I 1 37 Kloruna

H cye 3 how mue.
we we h.

B9t
TED M E

USE GUESSING JO SOLVE THESE PROBLE5MS:

lo Two boys together/Weigh 75 kilograms. Who are they?

2. Ann and a friend weigI 76 kilograms together. Who is her

friend?
1

3. ich two kids together weigh 39 kilograms?

\4. Which three kids.togethe weigh 122kilograms?
44

,Which three kids together weigh 109 kilograms?..

V
.41
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LESSON 1
4,

- Page 4.

L.

i"

01%

rtC

)

Authors' Comments l or page 41,4

Students may work at their own pace on this na001.

Again we gine(

with each (Ariel.

Your Comments forlApage 4.: 4

I

r

.TE 10'
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SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS BY MAKING GUESSES AND CHECKING THEM.

1. Thp 'ie - t ba What

did you buy' that costs'this much?

cents 800K abld PevIes IS io

66.petts
lc

76 cents

92 cents

414-

2. Use +, x, and - on the tabs to name 10, 2 f and 79.

OS Ir-110 90801=-65
90807=21 807=7?

. Bdb bought apples, b'ananas, and oranges.

,He 010046t. How MApy of each did he buy?

4

18
r



LESSON IT'

Pages 1 P

OPTIONAL ACITIVITIES

s. 4

Authors', Comment is for pages 10 and 1 A:
-

Inn our try-out experiences, we've found that lesons

written for several age levels may be too long for

'soMe'levqls Ald,toO'short for othpr levels.- We have' Or

prbpared 'these lessons, so all students can complete
t--

4

7---..thg basic lesson yin one period. 'We haveprovI4Cd

optidnal activities for the early finishing groups.

tt, The optional activities for this lesson Are labeled

Lesson 1 A and LessOn 1 B. There are two copies of'

each of these pages. On 'each page aee several problems.

The problems on page 1 A (printed. On blue) should be

given to average and below average students. The

peoblems on page 1 B (printed on yellow) are a little

More.:difficult.",,and should.be given to above average

students.
4

1. C the problemsApart on the dotted lines.
ou ay paste the problems on cards if you wish.

2. Early finishers.getone problem at a time and
olve it on a sepaAte piece j;If paper.

3. As earns complete one of these problems, they VS*

may be given another. After one teaillt44nishes
a p blem, another team can use the sate problem.

our, Comments for pages lAadl B:

-z

19

TE' 11
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1 '0' ALY I NI P7RS.

. ... or
The tags can be moved so they add _to 15 in each Square

or
the

,ilagg in each` square,.
.-. ,

. I 1

FOR EARLYI F I NtSHERS.
7:7?.

I
Lesson 1 A

FOR EARLY. F (NI SHER'S.

20

Lesson 1 A

I spent $1.95. What

rd I buy?

f

I

Lesson 1 A'

.04



. FOR -EARLY '.FINISHERS.

i

ti

There are 7 buttons in one
.114

200 buttons in the, other.

etch box 'had the same 1n

box,-100 buttons in

If you ,moved some of

r

1another box, and

buttons SO that

how many would be in each box?
.

\)

. FOR EARLY FINISHERS.

Lesson 1 B

Use the four'humbers .1, 2, 4, and 8 and +; -, and x to name

__as many, numbers as you can from 1 to 9.

Example:'
/-

a

/ Lesson1:8
Jf-'.

ti

14.



LESSON 2 USING GUESSES TO SOLVE TWO-STEP PRO EMS
e.

.- Purpose: Given a rablem involving two condi ions, two

varidSles,,Or two operations,-the student y
\ ..

) guse.uesses.to solve it: .
t

t.

Overview: . In Lessih 2 we wanttsttidents to solve problems
,_

involving two steps. In two, variable problems
' the student will select a first guess by satis-

1

fyinp one cbndition and neck the guess by seeing

if it satisfies the second condition as well.

Making a guess,'even th 'bugh it ptov,es to be

irlporrect,'is an essential first step since' itt
w

may lead to a better second guess and eventually

the solution.

Teaching Procedure:

Pages 5 and 6 are teacher-directed.

Pages 7 and.8 may be worked by students at their

own pace.

Pages 2:-.A and 2 B in the teacher's edition have_

*problems which may be given to -students who

finish early.

Authors' Comments for page 5:

Read the cartoon. Discuss the problem and how the

cartoon characters are solving it ". Discuss problem 1

at the bottom of, the page. Then repeat the process

for problems 2, 3, and 4.

,Your'Comments _for page 5:

TE 12

22.



LESSON 2: USING GUESSES TO TWO STEP .PROBLEMS.

SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS; GUESS THEN CHECK.

1. -What two numbers have a sum of 20 and a difference of 4?

2.: What two numbers have a sum of 9 and a product of20?..
'4

3. When you add Fred's. age and Monica's age you get

you subtract them you get 3. How old are they?lk

There are 24 students in a class. There are 2 more boys

Ulan gjrls. HOw many boy37re in the class?

r.



LESSON .2

Page 6

7'

Authors'

I 9.

.

40

omm4ertts- fore page

Re.ad thdCcartOon. iDisA ; the problam-and how t e

carton` characters solve./ it. Have /the student:)

dopro4.1,e 1. Discusp .what, guesses site good if .

there are si)i-Coins-(4 nickels and 2 dime,*iS a

gpod guesS even though it isThot the correct

lution, 1-nickel ariki 3 dimes is'not a good

guess beCause)it does not use 6 coins'. :) Re4eat

for prOiSLO'. Students can'eolve problems -31'

and .4 individually. or in teams.' When- most, -.of the

'students are finished, disCuss.the processes and

/ solutions..

Your Comments for page 6:

J

. -a

J

a

'TE 4,3



De. 50f'' 6, Cdm5 1:- nickels
DANd c)imes. linty e
wtorttl 40 4. Problem-:,
many -nit Is e4,,,4 how-many d

USE. GUESSING TO SOLVE THESE.

Problem 1. Six coins
t

in :a bankall nickels

worth 35., What axe they?

nickej.

Problem' Eight coins kn. a_bankall

.th 65. What are they?

nickels

nic e
/

s and dimes. They are
I. .

and dibles1

dimes

They are

diines

A-
Problem 3. Six coins in a imes and quarters. They are

worth' $1.20. What are th

dimes quarters

Problem 4. Eight' coins a bankall dimes

worth $14.25.rWhat are they?

*laimes,

and quarter's.

quarter's

cr

They are



LESSON 2

Page 7

Authors' COmmspnts for .page 7:
?St4dents may work in teams on page 7. _Little

teacher direetion is needed for this page. We
! ,

s4ggest that the students discuss their answers

w th'each-other befone going on to the next page.

Nur Comments for page 7:

S.





Solve this problem. I'm
t\l'irocivIs of 4usi one nuyAber.
whevt I dote it, tIletn. add
10, I yet 26. wtvai is -4,e..nt.kyAbe.r?

rAfrivv`-tir <9

I'm cpesSins 10.
TVQ1-45

2X00 +10 = 30
TtNalIs' too bioa'.

I cuesS 5.1 %

(Now I double
5 (1,a-acla to.,
19 e1' 2o.

^2x5+10=
,-TAN\i's too

I.

How cA3oi.e+ 8?
2x8 * 10'.= 2 b
711Q-i's ! uk.NieA

you double 8
comls Q88 lo, '
you. let 20,

dr.

SOLVE THESE PROEMS. GUESS THEN CHECK.

1. Bill has a lucky number. If you multiply it by 2 and subtract

4, you'll get 10. What is Bill's lucky number?

2. Sammy had

has 95 ''.

some money. _He spent 30, then earned 75'. Now he

How much did he start with?

3. A bus can seat 30 passengers. There is one empty seat for

every two seats that are filled. How many passengers are

on the,, bus?

I
27



LESSON 2
I

Page*8

Authors' Comments for page 8:

Students may work at their own pace on this page.

Again we encourage them to discuss their answers

with each other.

Your Comments for page 8:

P
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)

SOLVE l'HES,E PROBLEMS.

Isa

1. Joy had some money. She spent half of it and then got

10 more.

Now she has 35.

How much did'she start with?

2. There are,28 students in a room.

There are 6 more girls' than boys.

How many girls are in the room?

How many boys?

3. The'sum of Hank's a and Izaac's age is 19.

...4....,04e he product is 90.
4

Hank is older than Izaac.

How old is Iank?a

f 29



LESSON 2'

Pages 2 A and 2 B

.IONAL ACTIVITIES

Authors' Comments for pages 2 A and 2 B:

a

In our try-9.1t experiendes, we've found that lessons

written tor several age levels may be too. long for

some levels and top short for other levels. We have

prepared these lessons so all students can complete

the basic lesson in one period. We have provided

optional activities'for.the early tiVishing groups.

The optional activities for this lesson are labeled

Lesson 2 A and tepson 2 B. Thdtgtare two copies of

each of these pages; On each page are several problems.

The problems on page. 2'A (printed on blue)' should be

given to average and below average students. The

problems on p ge 2 B (printed on yellow) are a little

more difficul and should'bp given-to abolie average

students.

1. ICut the problems apart on the dotted lines.

2. 'Early finishers get One problem-at a time and
so1Ve it on a'separate piece of paper.

3. As teen complete one of these problems, they.
May be given another.

Your Comments for pages-2 A and.2 B:



FOR EARLY FINISHERS.

Mary has a favorite number. If.you multiply it by 2

and add 4, you get 30. 'What is Mary's favorite number?

2. FOR EARLY FINISHERS.

Lesson 2 A

Terri has twice as much money as Walt. Together they

have,$1.80. How much money does Terri have?

Lesson 2 A

3. FOR EARLY FINISHERS-.

.0

441,

1

a

s,

The sum of two students' ages is 27 and the difference

of their ages is 5 years. How old are they?

Lesscm 2 A



FOR EAR1VF I NI SHERS:

buys pencils and eratsers. Pencils cost 1C and

erasers cost U. She bought twice as many pencils

ias erasers and spent 93. How many pencils did

luile buy?

FOR. EARLY FINISHERS.

The total weight of 3

Bill weigkp 10 pounds

weighs 10 pounds more

Hank weigh? -

I.

Lesson 2 B

I

football players is 705 pounds.

more than Charly and Charly

than Hank. How much does

aitt.,,FOR EARLY F I NISHERIk

Lesson 2 B

Kathy has 5 blOcks.' Some Weigh 2 kilograms and

Some weigh 3 kilograms. The blocks weigh 14

'kilOgratv, altogether.

How many of her blocks weigh .2 kilograms?

How many weigh 3 kilograms?

A

Lesson 2 B



LESSON 3 USING GUESSES AND' DIAGRAMS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS

Purpose: Given a problem, the student will use guessing

and diagraming to solve it.

Overview:' In Lessolp 3, we want the Students, to do things

such:as drawing pictures, connecting points, .4nd

drawing lines. The problems will 'usually require

several guesges (diagrams) before the solution is

found. We intend for the problems to increase the

students' willingne s to guess by drawing pictures.

,..In some problems, th diagram is the solution, while

in other problems the diagram leads to a tOlution.

Teaching Procedure:

Pages 9 and'10 may be worked by students, then
discussed by the class.

Pages 11 and 12 may be worked by students at
their own pace.

Pages% A and 3 B in' the teacherls edition have
.71*#

problems which may be given to students who
fifitsh early.

Authors' Comments. for page 9:. A ///
Read the Cartoon and discuss the problem. Have "

the students do problem Discuss the solutions

to this problem ancLthe need for a diagram. Have

the students do problem 2, then discuss it.

Your Comments. -for page 9:

TE 17



LESSON 3: USING GUESSES AND DIAGRAMS-TO.SOLVE PROBLEMS.

Tine pr.obtelyt is -,1-so

crrrov,se 6. peYwt ies

6'1 3 row,5 wectAl c.

di-CievevNt \l um ber
in e.ticll

of !

rows QV\
e ci rou.;5

d'efiereegcl-.

THESE. PROBLEMS HAVE ANSWEAS'THAT ARE DIAGRAMS.

ProkleM, . SlicZw. how 15 'pennies' can be- arranged la 5e rows :-with *the

same number in each row.

(Hint:' You can, check your answers by seeing if you
have used 15 pennies, if they are in 5 rows,
and that the-fe are the same number in each row.

PrOblem 2. Show how 15 pennies can be arranged in 5 rows with a

different number in each row.

(Hint:

440

check your diagram. Does it show pennies?
Are they in 5 rows? Does each row have a
different number of pennies?)

1

3t# 9



LESSON 3

Page 10

AUthors' Comments'for page 10:

Read-the cartoon qnd disclAssthe setting. Discuss

the idea that both rectangles in the, cartoon use

20-meters of fence. Have the students do problem 1.

The 3 rectangles'in the solution to problem 1 are

different from the 2 given in the cartoon. Discuss

the rectangles which are solutions to problem 1.

Have the students do problem 2-and discuss it.

Your Comments for page 10:

"TE 18



t.

red-antie t,014, 2.0
I Can make ttliS

meera ci itiNce:

ie problem, iS to N
MoKe olAur 1pens 1441-11

20 nneterS

-fce.

Here3 uno-t-VNer pen
t1, at u ses 2o r" eieri

Hof feAnce.

7

3

10

SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS DIAGRAMS.

Problem 1. .Dr; 3 jectangular pens that use 20 'meters of

fence.

(Hint: Are your pens shaped in re,ctanglesA\,
Are they 20 meters around?)

1

Problem Draw .3 straight lineS in each picture so that

.eacYl pig is in a separate pen.

(Hint: Did you draw 3 lines in each picture?
Is each pig in a separate pen?)

12)
Vck



'LESSON 3

.Page 11

Authors' Comments for page 11:

Students may work in teams on page 11, ``Little

teacher direction is needed for this page: We

suggest that the students discuss. their answers

with- each other before going on to\the next page.

'iour Comments for page 11:

*

TE 19



The problem is 40. draw
tACIire - So the corners

of /' i4 6111011 Square 1-ou,s.11.
+he of (-
Alt b;q square.

.1

"tkw1K I've

USE A 'DIAGRAM OR P,ICT-URE TO ,SHOIY THESE SI TUAT 1 ONS.

1. woman and child areon one Side-of a river and a child and

boat are on the ether side. Whose_lpia'gramS are correct?

2. Draw a circle, triangle, and square so the square is inside:

the circle and the triangle is inside the square.
C

a

3. 'Vince jumps forward 4 spaces, beck 2, and forward 4. Use arrows

to show his jumps.

4P

11
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LESSON 3

Page 12

. Auihors'

.s

Comments forpage 12:

Students may work at their own pace o4 this page.

4igain we encourage them to discuss their answers

with each other.

Ydur Comments'on page 12:

4

7

.

TE



SQLVE THESE PRORCEMS.:

1. 'Draw .3 straight lines to' cut: the pizza in 7 pieces.

Hinti- The don't; .have to ,be the same,size.

r

I

2.. A flag has four stripes going acrossnone blue,' One green,

one white, and one gold. Green is on top, white and gold

are not together, and white is between green:and blue.)

WbAt color is the bottom. stripe?

e.

3. What is the largest nUmber of crossing pints you can get,

when yoil draw ,4 strait lineg?

',(Hint: The answer is larger-than 4.)
:41 )

'40
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7

ISSON 3

Pages 3 A and 3 B

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Authors' Comments for pages 3 A and 3 Bc

In our try-out experiences, we've found that lessens

written for.several age 'levels may be too long for

some levels and too short for other levels. We haVe
L-44.prepared these lessons so all students can complete the

basic lesson in one ReriOd. We have provided optional

activities fc*. the early finishing groups. The optional

activities for this lesson are labeled Lesson.3 A and

Lesson 3 B. There are,two copies of each of they. pages.*

On each page are. several probleA. The problems on

page 3 A. (printed on blue) should be given to average

and below. average students. The problems onpage 3'

. (printed on yellow), are a little more di,f4icult and

should be given to above average students..

1. .'Cut the problems apart on the dotted lines.

2. Ekly finishers get.one problem at a time and
solve it on a separate piece of paper.

3. As .teams complete one of these problems, they
'May be given another.

Your pOmments fir pages 3 A, and 3.B:

TE 21



FOR EARLY FINISHERS.

Draw 3 straight lines P

o cut each pizza these pieces.

4 pieces 6 pieges

=NM almn. OWN; ONINIM - MEM.

FOR EARLY FINISHERS.

MINIM = M 111M .ma =10 alma =11.

Draw all the lines which connect 2 dots. Two lines are

-already drawn. How many lines should be drawn in all?

aMM amom. adm

FOR EARLY FINISHERS.

Lesson 3 A

j

This shows 4 lines crossing

at 3 points.,

Draw 4 lines crossing at 5 points.

42
Lessoh 3 A



a

FOR EARLY .F I NI SHERS.

Draw 3 straight lines

so that each pig is in

a separate pen.

FOR EARLY FINISHERS.

A well is 9 meters'deep. A

frog. climbs 3 meters during

the day,but slides back 1

meter during the night. The

frog starts at the bottom of

the, well. On which day does

it get:. to the top?'

Lesson 3 B

FOR EARLY FINISHERS.

. _

Lesson 3'B

You have 2 circles and a square.. A circle is inside the
s'uare and the square is inside a circle. Draw a diagram
to show how they are,arranged:

43
Lesson 3 B



LESSON 4 USING ESTIMATION TO. SOLVE MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS'
-,,

.
w

PurpOe: Given a problem ar4 some information, the student

will use the information to estimate 'a solution.

Overview: olve problems in

O

In Lesson 4, we want sttdents to

which they IlMe some gi n informat

solutions. Because.of feedback from earlier versions

lesson, we have:

on to estimate

of this

1. Written the lesson to focus on a given
piece of information and the use of that
information to make estimates.

2. Written the 1 -gbn so that students will
not' be requir to use personal or physical'
measurements to make estimates.

Because of the nature of estimation, students will

likely disagree on some of the solutions. For

each problem, teachers should accept any, solutions

in a reasonable interval.

Teaching Procedure:

Pages 13 and 14 are teacher-directed.

xi

Pages 15, 16,' and°17 may be worked by the students

at their own pace. With less able classes ,

the teacher'may choose to provide direction

on these pages aS well. .°;..

Pages 4 A and 4 B in the teacher's ,edition have

problems which may be given to students 'who

finish early.

Authors' Comments for page 13;

Have students circle the best estimate for each

problem. Discuss their estimates and haVe the

students describe how they decided on their

estimate. After the discussion of a' problem,

students may wish to, change their estimate.

This is fine.

Your Comments for page 13:

44



LESSON 4: USING ESTIMATION TO SOLVE MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS/.

made es-timates :For atklese

Circle'the "best" estimate.

tr

Be prepared to discuss how you decided.

Problem r.

How high is the flag pole?

Jill, "About.40 feet."

John, "About 10 feet."

'Matt, "About 20 feet."

Problem 2.

How many pages are in the math book?

Jill, "300 to 400 pages."

John, "100 to 200 pages."

Matt, "600 to 700 pages."

Problem 3.

Two nickels balance a new piece of

chalk. How much does a new piece

of chalk weigh?

Jill, "About 100 grams."

John, "About).0 grams."

Matt, ,"Aboxit 1 gram."

13

.15



LESSON 4

Vage 14

4

Authors' Comments'for page 14:

Read the c4.toon and briefly discuss the iwortance

of using information to help make better estimates:

Have students work the 'pencil problems on page 14,,

then discuss their estimates. After this discussion,

students may want to change their estimates. This is

fine. Repeat the process fdr probieme 1-5.

Your Comments for page 14:

, ;..

46
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TO In 4Ke (load est i IA ate 5 you.C.
need some basi t 4.ivt .ormaton.

) Vie))

You know:

A new pencil is 16 centimeters long..

Estimate the length of these pencils.

CM

CM

Look at the door of your room. Itits about 2 meters high.

Estimate these.

1. How high is the ceiling of your classroom?

2. How many meters long is the chalkboard? meters

meters

3: How many meters wide is yout classroom? meters

4 /



LESSON-4

Pegg 15

Authors' Comments for page 15:

Students may work fat their own pace on this-page.

We encourage them to discuss their answers with

each other.

Your Comments for page 15:

TE 2 4

48



5 grams 250 grams 1 kilogram
(1,000 grams)

1. Estimate the weight of these. Be prepared to discuss how

you made your estimate.

grains,.

kilograms

penny

,A new piece of chalk weighsabout 10 grams.

2. Estimate the weight of these pieces----

grams

grams

49

grams

grams

grams

grams

15.



LESSON 4

Age 16

Authors' Comments for page 16:

Students may work at their own pace on.this page.

We encourage them to discuss. their 'answers with

'each other.

Your Comments for page 16:

R

-

9



fir

Use: the saying to estimate the weight of these:

1. -A quart of water. (Remember 2' pints,, make equart).'

2. ,A gallon of water (ReMember 4 quartS make a gallon)..

3. The weight of gasoline in a full, 25 gallon gas

tank (Gasoline is a little lighter than,water).

Find out how far you can count by ones in a minute.: Use your

information to estimate how long it wouldtake you:

To count by ones to 500.. .111inutes.

2. To count by ones to 1,000. minutes

.hbout how far could you count by ones in one tiRsr?

si
V.1

I



b.

LESSON 4.

Page 1.7

Authois' Commepts, for page 17:

Students may 'Woik a't-thelr,oWn,pAbe on this page.

we encourage them to disCuss their answers with

each other
,

Your COmMents for page -

.3

T''

IP.



ESTIMATION TO-SOLVE
.

Thereare.no correctAnswers,

are better than others.

Cedar'Fallsa

ie 20 miles' from Cedar Falls to Dike.

it,is from Cedar Falls to Rock-Falls.,

Dike

,

THESE PRO EMS.
.

but some estimates

Rock: Falls

Estimate how far.

Smiles

The.seat-of the"chair:Is 45

,dentimeters from.thefloor.

Estimate the height of' the.
0

chair. centimeters.

The book mark is on page 100.

Estimate the number of pages

in the book. pages

It took the snail 12 minutes to crawlefrom A to C. Estimate
'how ^ long it -took the snail to crawl from A to B.



LESSON 4

4
Pages 4 A and 4.,B.

'OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Authors' Comments for pages 4-A and. 4 B:

-I' ou -out experiences, we've -found that lessons

',wrtten fo severallgge\levels may be toolona,for

some'levels and too short fCrother levels. We have

prepared these Aessons so all' srtidents,can comPfete
the basic lesson in one. period'. We have.proV4.ded

optional activities for-the early finishing groups.

-The optiOnl activitiesiforthis lesson areabeled

Lesson 4 A and LesSOn'4'13. :There, are'two copies of

each of the epa4s.. Orveach page are several
a '

p=blems. prbblemgion page 4 A .(printd on' blue.)

4hoUld be giv n to average and beloW average StudentS.

The probleMs on ,page 413 (printed on yellOw)

little more difkicuit'and should be given to above

avexage student's.'

1. Cut the problems apart on the dotted-lines,'

..'
, :,/

Z. Early finishers get one probietatl a ,t.i.the anc

. solve it on .3,separate piece, of' paper. .14

e

3. As teams.
C
Complete one of these rObleBs, the3

may be given another-
t i

Your'COmmentS for pages 4 A an 4

e 1.

43
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FOR EARLY F I NI SHERS.

This dictionary has 500 pages.

Estimate the page where.you

would find these words:

Vitamin

Crystal

Mosquito

Secret

Lesson-4 A'

FOR 'EARLY F I N I S H E R S .

A

It takes 7 gallons of gasoline for the truck-tdtraV'el from.

town A to town B. Estimate how much gasoline it takes the

truck to travel from A tog.

3 . , FOR EARLY 'Fl NI SHERS:.

A one dollar -bill weighs about 1 gram:

A.

B.

Lesson 4 A
,

What is,Ahe weight of $100 in one dollar bills?

if a stack of one dollar bills weighs 550 grams',

b

I
a ut how Much moneyis Yin the stack?

C. H much mope is in a stack of $10 bills that

weir 50 grams? (Ten dollar bills weigh the

game as dollar bills.)"

. 5,5

Lesson 4 A



FOR EARLY FINISHERS,

The small box contains 10 pounds.of sand., Estimate the weight ,of

the sand necessary'to fill the other boxes.

FOR EARLY FINISHERS.

Lesson 4 B

A paper clip of size 1 weighs about

1 gfam and'is about 3.centimeters

long. You have a box of size 1

'paper clips that weighs abodt 100

grams. About how long's string.of

paper clips could you make from

the clips in the box?

Lesson 4 B
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LESSON 5 USING GUESSES TO SOLVE PROBLEMS'

Purpose:' Given a problem of the type encountered in .the first

four lessons, the student will use guesses or

estimates to solve it.

Overviews' Lesson 5 serves as a bridge between the first four.

lessons and the problem card deck. Th4 problems

the student solves in this lesson are of the various

types they: encountered in ,LesSons 1-4. They are

presented in the format used in the card deck. The

students will not do all the problems in.thi's lesson,

but 'will select certain ones to work on.-

Teaching Procedure:

Page 18 is teacher directed.

Pages' 19 are worked by students without teacher
dire ion. Each student will 'work on two of

I

thesepages. Ait

-T\
Authors' Comments for page 18:

Explain that in this lesson they will solve problems

-.similar:to some they have solved before. First every-
.

one will solve the two problems on prge" 18. Then

they may select either the Blue, the. Yellow, or the

Your

Red prolgems. The Blue problems are about as

difficult as the ones on -page 18. The Yellow

Problems are a little,more difficult and theRed,

problems. are the most difficult. After the students

have finished the problems, of their oice, they

should then sile t a problem from the problem deck

to work on for the emaihdr of the period.

Comments for page 18:

, !:44-

4
TE 28,

, ;,1, ;*72,



LESSON 5: USING GUESSES TO SOLVE PROBLEMS.

'EVERYONE SOLVE THESE TWO PROBLEMS.

The smal

high and `t

are 40 cm

of boxes

How many. o

in the sta

TO 20 cm

e_boxes/

stack

igh.

I) are

ti

A

The paper is 28 Cm long.

Guess the length of the

pencil. '\

NOW CHOOSE THE BLUE, 'YELLOW, OR RED PROBLEMS.

18



LESSON 5

Pages

Authors'' C ents for pages 19 and 20:

These pages are piinted on Blue paper and the

-problems are similar,to those on the Blue cards'

in the problem deck, These are the easiedlt of

the'problems on the ,three colored pages, but

they a
qr,
e by no means trivial.

When the students finish the two pages of

problems on the Blue sheets, they should select

problems, from the problem solving deck. This

move to the problem deck eliminates the pile up

that occurs _when all of the students in the class

go to the deck at the same time.

Your Comments for pages 19 and 20:

1

t

59



42BC6

Menu

Hamburger 38

French Fries 25

Malts

.Cokes 20

43BD6

Cl

5pewt 83 4.
What clia I buy?

3

Fenc,a,Osts are 3 meters apart. Usa,a

diagram to show how many fence ppsts you

use to put up 3O meters of fence in a

straight line. How many fence postsggre used?

19



44DMD

45BV6'

Bonnie is 5 feet tall.

How tall is her sign?

Solve the -puzzle. I am twice as old as my

sister. Together our ages are 15. How

pld is my 'sister?

20
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LESSON 5

Pages, 21-22

a

Authors' Comments for pages 21 and 22:

These two pages are printed on Yellow paper and

the problems are similar to those on the Yellow

cards in 'the problem deck. These,are more difficult.

than the Blue problems, but not as difficult as 'the

Red problems:

When the students finish the two pages of problems

on the Yellow sheets, they should select problems

from the problem solving deck. This move to the,

problem deck elimintes the pile up that occurs

when all of the students in the class go to the

deck at the same time.

Your Comments for pages 21 and

TE 30

e



40YV6

41YD6

A bowl has 24 pieces of fruit% Some are

oranges and some are grapefruit. It has .

twice as many- oranges as.grapefruit. How.,

many oranges are in the bowl?

!moo 4101. IM=1, 10

Draw 8 dqts so that 5 dots

are inside the circle and

`5 dots are inside the square,

63
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WM6

Estimate the hei,ghl bf the
buildinu The basket

10 feet above the ground..

43YC6

.7%

ini,c,h of these stamps would you use to mail
the box?'

22

T



'LESSON .5

PageS 23-24

AU4chors Comments fez.' pages 23 and *24:

These ,Wo.Pages are printed oniRed Paper sand the

problems are similar to those on the Red cards in

the, problem. deck. These are the most difficult

of the prOblems on the -three colored pages.

When the students finkqh the two pageS,of'problems

on the Red sheets, they should, select problems from

the problem solving deck. This moyeto the.piob/em

deck eliminatesthe pile ,up that'occurs when all of

the students in the class'go to..the.deck At the'.

same time.
,

Your Comments, forages 23 and 24:
1

a.

.
!.1

4

ti

TE 31



40RV6

Lonny has and 1 ,baiebaal

They:,,cost '-.$1;1', al tkgethei..
.

Melanie has 1,bat .basebatls.

They c,osti_Sraltegethie.r'

[tow much does. 1' batcot?
r

How-much .does ,1 .be:seball 'cost?

r,

)

41RM6

This, page 11 ?.8 cm long. Estimate s width.

66

«.
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tr
1.

am thinking of :al number., If I multiply
ithe' numb-Or times itself, I get a product
gf :625. Vat.. nuinfier am I' thinking of? ,

it

we)1 8. 30 meter, s--deep.
:frog c1 i mbs UD .7 -meters

duh_ng the day. but s'1`ips
-back.. 2 meters-durtn-
ni ;If the ff-og

the bottom of the w

on whiah dIty does' he get
to the top?'

r-


